
Archetypal Shadow Work, Astrological Cycles, Triple Cross 
Eclipses and the Current Fourth Turning
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EVENT ESSENCE LIGHT OUTCOME SHADOW OUTCOME

Saturn Conj. US S. Node

Referendum on the past 
history and responsibilities 

of the US

Prompting a look at authentic 
Aquarius and the original 

ideals?

Saturn controlling Aquarius, in a 
top down way

Feb 3, 2021 - Oct. 11, 2021

at 6 Aquarius 35

Lunar Nodes Conj. US DSC/ASC
“Future” self reaches back 

to get our attention
Awakening. A chance for the 
US to change the road its on

The US selling out its friends 
and partners

Dec.26, 2020—June 26, 2021

At 13Sagittarius10/13Gemini10

Jupiter Conj. US Moon
Expand and activate 
whatever it touches

Ignite a "soul retrieval" of 
orginial intent for the US

More pronounced cognitive 
dissonance, willful ignorance, 

light polarization, or some other 
form of 'toxic positivity'

April 16, 2021—Dec 12, 2021

At 27Aquarius12

Saturn Conj. US Moon

Testing ground as to 
whether the US has “right 
use” of its Aquarius Moon 
(and the entire Gemini job 

in the Aquarius tribe 
storyline)

Facts and truth could become 
important again, and 

objective reality could inspire 
a change in course that can 

remember the original ideals 
of freedom, liberty, and 

individuality

Totalitarianism of collectivism, 
highjacking of the egalitarian 

freedom ideals, for the “greater 
good”, and the belief in trans-

humanism, artificial 
Intelligence,  and democracy 

becoming the rule of the 
majority

June 4th, 2022—February 12, 2023

At 27Aquarius12

US Pluto Return
Compost what is dead, 

decayed and spent

Death throes of patriarchy, 
hierarchical controls, and 

rotten bureaucratic systems 
and a re-animated version of 
the “circle of grandmothers” 

and Council of Elders

The end of the United States as 
we have known it?

January 22, 2022–October 11, 2023

At 27Capricorn32

US Chiron Return

1) For indicating where a 
specific wounding or 

fracture point is located, 
and 2) to serve as a teacher 

to help digest the wound 
and transform it into an 

elixir, a medicine

Deep reckoning and 
referendum on the original 
intent and promise of the 

American project.

Shadow side of Cancer

April 2024-February 2025

At 20Aries08
























